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Warehouse logistics with ease. Close to the process, closer to the person.
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Secure mobile
warehouse logistics –
directly in SAP

Understanding
brings security
The unification and simplification of
warehouse processes – in SAP

Immediate efficiency with
future-proof performance

The RF Suite truly makes mobile transactions more
secure. Its user interface only displays the essentials
– incredibly understandable, incredibly intuitive, easy
to operate. It simplifies handling and guarantees the
accuracy of the bookings. Users see, understand, are
guided through the process, and are protected. With a
direct SAP booking, the Add-On brings more stability in
the processes; it easily brings people and the system
closer together.

Quickly installed and immediately ready for
use – that’s plug-and-play at its best. Thanks to
comprehensive standard processes, 90 per cent of all
warehouse usage is innately covered. In the process,
the Add-On supports existing environments such as
ITSmobile – but also SAP UI5. A reliable partner who
makes mobile warehouse processes more transparent
for everyone, thereby increasing the performance
sustainably: smooth; precise; once and for all.

Smart design for
optimal processes
RF Suite makes
security effortless
Extremely
easy

Completely
secure

Completely
flexible

A user interface that is as
clear and intuitive as the
next step. With its specific
user navigation, the Add-On
enables an entirely smooth
workflow. The dynamic
input field that features
permanently assigned
function keys makes it easily
understandable, visually
reliable, and supports
efficiency – without a doubt.

Processes with specified
steps help to avoid operating
errors. Working directly
with SAP ensures the
complete security of the
bookings. What’s more,
processes can be configured
variably: either with an
implicit acknowledgement
for accelerated workflow
or as an especially secure
multi-scan – with security and
without inconveniences.

The graphic interface is
automatically customised
to the hardware. It works
flawlessly on scanners,
tablets or smartphones.
Thanks to customisation,
all applications can be
individually implemented.
Of course, all barcodes can
be processed – from the
standard barcode to a QR
code; it’s simply universal.

User interface
Clarity reigns here.
The well-sorted interface with its rigorous key assignment facilitates handling – the clarity brings security.

Clear layout with
high contrasts

Large buttons
for secure operation

All important information
at a glance

Technology

Runs directly along
the cutting edge
Without middleware or additional infrastructure,
the Add-On books all transactions immediately and
securely in SAP. In doing so, it supports both the
legacy and future systems: both ITSmobile as well

Technology

as UI5. Its development runs alongside that of SAP.
Therefore, RF Suite is always state of the art – and
always will be, too.

Advantages
• Full integration of SAP logic without middleware
• Low administrative effort and expense (no database)

SAP Add-On

• Standardised processes and functions
• SAP S/4HANA®-ready
• Virtually no translations
• N
 o additional infrastructure thanks to the ABAP
environment

Flexible Framework
ITSmobile and UI5

• Comprehensive customisation of GUIs and processes
• Offers its own integrated safety and SSO functionalities
• Adaptable CSS definitions
• Seamless transition from SAP ITSmobile to SAP UI5
• Expanded session keeping
• Seamless and safe integration into the SAP system

Own namespace /STC

• Tried and tested for over 10 years
• Continuous development
• Lifetime support guaranteed

Compatible and ready for release

Independent of hardware
and operating system

Support

Transparency

Stringent authorisation control

• Trouble-free, immediate release change
• Runs on SAP ERP, SAP SCM and SAP S/4HANA®
• R
 uns responsively on all current scanning
and mobile devices
• Can be used on iOS and Android phones
• F
 ull control for own maintenance and further
development or comprehensive consulting
and support
• Optional e-mail notifications
• Analysis of error messages
• Based on SAP standards

Multi-functionality

For everything in the warehouse –
and everything connected with it
As a secure companion, the RF Suite supports all
intra-logical processes. With the same performance,
it can be used for manufacturing, maintenance and
quality management. A comprehensive and simple
application with lots of customisable standard functions.

Technology optimised
for deployment
Standard applications
for the application areas:
• Arrival of goods & putaway
• Quality inspection and complaints processing
• Production confirmations
• Packing and label printing
• Picking
• Loading control
• Shipment completion
• Inventory
• Kanban processing
• Pick-and-pack processing
• Inventory display
• Transfer posting directly at workstation

About status C
Smarter solutions,
better processes
status C specialises in SAP logistics
consulting and software development. Our offices are located in
Berlin and Cologne. We improve
processes, optimise interfaces, and
increase productivity. Since 2001,
international logistics companies,
suppliers, renowned automotive
corporations, and other manufacturing companies have benefitted
from our clever solutions.

Simplifying work
Our goal of simplifying work is
fundamentally tied to our own
internal organisation. At status C,
al team members have the largest
possible design freedom and –

at the same time – carry mutual
responsibility. The added value:
leaner structures, more efficient
processes and hence more
creative power for designing
intelligent solutions.

shipment as well as the realisation
of complex logistics centres.

Efficiency for logistics
and production
For our customers, this unusual
approach results in exceptional
advantages. We make processes
easier, more direct, faster and
more efficient – thanks to smart
SAP Add-Ons in combination with
a comprehensive range of advisory
and customisation services.
In doing so, status C covers all areas
of logistics: from procurement
to warehousing, production and

Foundation on three pillars: the board of
directors Olaf Siefken, André Bröder and
Andreas Walter (from left to right)

Additional apps for more
efficient logistics

Warehouse system connection

Stacker management system

Warehouse activity monitor

Direct warehouse system
control from SAP

Optimal transport
processes – directly in SAP

Cockpit for
full control

Control automated warehouse
systems – in SAP EWM/WM,
without sub-systems. Intelligent
standard processes and an
intuitive, realistic user interface
simplify the operation. Each
booking is simultaneously
a command for the
technological process.

Minimises the time required for
storage and removal by creating
efficient sequences, intelligently
optimising routes, and visualising
them. A user-friendly interface
safely guides the driver through
the warehouse.

Ensures process transparency
in order to enable quick, precise
and effective intervention.
A clear depiction of the entire
SAP environment containing all
Add-Ons simplifies the processes
of reviewing, prioritising
and assigning.
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